I. MTRODUCCION ~~~-d r i~~~
fuzzy modeling is finding a of significant applications in a wide variety of fields ranging From pattem recognition, data mining, prediction, system modeling A. self-generation and process control [I+ However. the rule base automatically generated frorn data may not be in data-driven fuzzy models. This results in unnecessary complexity and poor transparency of the rule-based recent years, some research has been ,&den in simplification of fuzzy rule-base using similarity analysis [5] [6] [7] . Chm, Chen &TeW [5] based on eianplar membership functions to calculate the similarity degree of two f u z y sets with Gaussian membership functions. A fuzzy settheory based similarity measure presented in [7] can be used to It is generally aclmowledged that 'lasses Or 'lusters Of the data which have similar geometrical location should he formed. Fuzzy clustering is a well recognized paradigm to genemte the initial fuzzy developed. The most widely used algorithm is the fuzzy c-means (FCM) due to its efficacy and simplicity. However, the number c of Clusters mUSt be predetermined. The FCM algorithm partitions a collection of n data points (X=(x,, x2, ..., x.)) into p fuzzy clusters such that the following objective function is in the form of similar fuzzy sets usually Numerous clustering akoriUuns have a similarity minimized: J, = 2fp:(*) lbk-vjlr, 1 < < (2) , -3 ,-I discrete fuzzy sets. For continuous fuzzy sets, discretization of individual fuzzy sets is required. In this paper, a more general and effective fuzzy rule-base extraction and simplification method is Presented, which includes fuzzy clustering With partition validation, gradientdescent based parameter rules is d t i e d n e d bY the fuzzy C l u h g Procedure associated with the proposed partition validity index. BY using the fuzzy similarity measure, we derive simple approximate equations for calculating the degree of similarity of two fuzzy sets, both with membership functions. We attempt to produe a Simpler and more interpretable fuzzy inference System with ~tisfactory accuracy, which is more practical and usefui in industrial applications.
where m is a fuzzy coefficient, vi is the prototype of the ith cluster generated by fuzzy clustering, U, is the membelship degree of the ktb data belonging to the ith cluster represented by v;, u,EU, [lis a p x n fuzzy partition matrix which satisfies the opOnimtion and n l e -h e simplification, The optimal number of constraints: 0 6 1 Vi,R; 7 u n = I 3 vk ; o< Cn, vi
Cluster validity is the problem of finding the hest value forp subject to minimisation of J,. Since J , monotonically decreases with p , an efficient for evaluating the ,,artition performance is required. Many cluster-validity criteria have been proposed to measure the effectiveness of the clustering [2, 8, 9] . These criteria provide useful tools for cluster validation, each of which has developed its own set of partially successful validation schemes although they lose their ability to validate partitions from FCM for large m. In this work, a simple and effective fuzzy partition measure is. proposed as a cluster validity criterion associated with the FCM algorithm, which is defined as follows:
where K=p(p-I)R
GENERATING FUZZY MODELS FROM DATA
Generally, the data-driven fuzzy modeling problem can be Given the N input/output patterns P(x, y), a multi-input and single-output (MISO) fuzzy model is represented.as a collection of fuzzy rules in the following form: formulated as follows:
It can be seen that the cluster validity measure V, is composed of two items. The t i n t item reflects the compactness within a According to experimental results, the proposed validity index V, works very well in the range of mE[1.5, 51, which is very usual in practice (m=2 is so far the most common choice). The procedure of the ! % z z y clustering algorithm associated with the validity measure (3) is carried out through an iterative optimization ofJ, according to the following steps:
Step 1. Choose the maximum cluster number c, , , iteration limit T, fuzzy exponent m, and termination Criterion E>O.
Step 2 If I/Y,-Y,.,II<E, go to next step, otherwise repeat step 3.
Step 4. Calculate Vp(c) by (3); if p q -, repeat from Step 2. Otherwise, stop the program and set the optimal cluster number p=pm. where c, meets the following condition:
After cluster validation, both the n u m h of rules and the prototypes of the clusters are obtained. For the purpose of establishing interpretable fuzzy models, we only consider Mamdani type fuzzy model in this study.
B. Parameler Eslimation
Once an initial fuzzy model is constructed in the process of rule-base generation, a parameter learning procedure is successively applied to obtain a more precise fuzzy model. There are several methods for training the fuzzy model, that is, to lean the optimal membership function parameters and linear weights. We adopt the gradient-descent-based approach to optimize the parameters of fuzzy rules under the performance index of Roor Mean Square Error (RMSE).
III. Approximate Similarity Measures
After parameter learning, the optimal fuzzy Nle-base is not finally constructed. The obtained fuuy model may exhibit redundancy in terms of highly overlapping membership functions (MF). This section presents an approximate fuzzy similarity measure to eliminate redundant fuzzy rules and combine similar V,(P, )-ax{ Vp(P)),p=2, 3, ..., p-; linguistic terms. Assume A and B are two fuzzy sets, the similarity of fuzzy sets A and B is defined as^ where I and ydenote intersection and union of A and B, respectively. /./denotes the size of a fuzy set. Clearly, computation of two fuzzy sets requires calculating the sue of intersection of the two fuzzy sets. To make tbe Computation of (6) feasible, [5] A. Generating trapezoidal membership functions from radial basis functions To determine a trapezoidal function, which can approximate a generalized Gaussian function C(x)=exp(-(~-cl/~)~), or more generally, fit any symmetric membership functions, we introduce the a-cut of a fuzzy set defmed as follows:
The a-cut of a fuzzy set A, denoted as A, is the crisp set comprised of all the elements x o f~a universe of discourse X for which the MF of A is greater than or equal to a that is where a is a parameter in the range O<a5 I; the vertical bar "/" (4 @I Fig. 3 Similarity of two fuzzy sets for case 3.
Case (iii): IcI-c21~= Iwbl-ww I cases as shown in Fig. 4 (a) and @). We can easily derive If a fuzzy membership function is always near zero over its own universe of discourse, i.e. p&,)-+O for xjEUl, then remove the rule with this membership function because the output of this rule is always near zero.
) Rule combination
To decide whether two fuzzy rules are similar, we must evaluate the degree of similarity of the two rules, including the similarity of both consequent part and antecedent part IS]. If the similarity of any two fuzzy N k S f? and I? is p a t e r than a given threshold, then they can be combined into one new fuuy rule.
C. Parameterfine-tuning
AAer similarity analysis and rule-base pruning, the obtained model is sbucturally simpler and interpretably more tractable. However, this model is less accurate than the originally generated model. To improve the accuracy of the simplified model, we introduced a parameter fine-tuning using the same gradient-descent algorithms in the process of parameter estimation. Through fine-tuning, the loss of accuracy of the simplified model can be reduced to a minimum.
N. ILIvstrative Examples
modeling examples are presented in this section.
A. Function Approximation
In this example, the proposed fuzzy modelling approach is used to identify a dynamical system re esented by the following difference equation: &+l)-r(t)l[l+&))l+u3(t)
The training data were generated with u(t)=sin(O.O4nt). In applying the fuzzy modelling approach to this problem, a 6-rule Mamdani type fuzzy model with 6 fuzzy sets for each input variable was generated. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the distribution of the membership functions on the u(t) and At) dimensions. It can be seen that some membership functions have high similarity degree and can be merged together. M e r rule-base simplification and parameter fine tuning, a simplified model with only 6 membership functions (4 fuzzy sets for u(t) and 2 fuzzy sets for fit) respectively, as shown in Fig. 4@) ) was produced. Compared to the performance of the original model (with RMSE=O.O132), the simplified model (with RMSE=0.0136) has better interpretation without loss of accuracy.
In order to demonstrate the validity of OUT The problem in modeling of hot-rolled metal materials can be. broadly stated as: given a certain material which undergoes a specified set of manufacturing processes, what are the final properties of this material? By using the proposed fuzzy modeling approach, we have developed fuzzy models for a range of hot-rolled steels. 601 industrial data from carbon-manganese steels and niobium microalloyed steels have been used to train (301 data) and test (300 data) the fuzzy model, which relates the chemical compositions and microstructure with tensile strength. 
V. Conclusions
In this paper, a datadriven fuzzy modeling and simplification approach is proposed. Using this approach, an interpretable fuzzy de-based model can be generated and optimized automatically from the training data. Due to its multi-paradigm nature, including fuzzy clustering, partition validation, approximate similarity analysis and parameter learning, the obtained model not only provides an interpretable and simple model structure but also maintains the model accuracy. Thus we obtain a method for finding a good balance between model accuracy and model msparency. The simplified rule base is computationally efficient and linguistically tractable, also it may reveal a usehl qualitative description of the system that generated the data. Experimental validation shows that the produced rule-based fuuy models have satisfactory prediction accuracy and good interpretation features. Further improvement in the model optimization and incorporation of linguistic information into the modeling procedure would be beneficial.
